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29th November 2019

Dear Parent,

RE: Year 8 Belgium Battlefields Trip

I hope that you found the meeting on Wednesday night useful and informative and any queries you had have been 
answered. As discussed at the meeting, mobile phones are prohibited. We will be updating the school website and 
Facebook with updates of our trip each day. Thank you for your cooperation with this. The information PowerPoint 
that I used on Wednesday night is now on the school website, so all the relevant information and itinerary is on 
there for you to access whenever you need it. However, I will draw a few things to your attention:

 We will be departing school at 11pm on the Tuesday night. Pupils should arrive at school at 10:30pm at the earliest. 
Most of the journey down to Folkstone will be spent sleeping in preparation for a busy day ahead.

 The weather is usually very cold in Ypres; therefore, it is essential that your child brings warm clothing (layers is best) 
and wears appropriate footwear as the ground can get quite muddy

 Aerosol deodorants are not permitted; a roll-on deodorant can be used instead
 Cameras are actively encouraged! This is definitely a trip where there are a lot of photo opportunities!
 Pupils should bring food for breakfast and lunch on the Wednesday morning and can bring snacks to eat over the 

course of the trip but anything containing nuts is not allowed.
 Pupils are encouraged to bring Euros to spend on ice skating, at the market, souvenir shops and the chocolate shops. 

We recommend a maximum of 50 Euros and this should be in a sealed envelope and given to your child’s group leader 
along with any medication

 If you have not done so already, please send your child’s passport and EHIC card into school, in a sealed envelope, as 
soon as possible. Medication can be sent in also or given to your child’s group leader on the departure night. Please 
make sure any medication is labelled with your child’s name and contains clear instructions for administration

 We envisage we will arrive back at school around 11:45pm on the Friday night; however, this does depend on traffic. 
Please keep checking the website/Facebook for updates

 The memorials that we visit are also open to the public and are places that are, as you might expect, designed as a 
poignant tribute to those who fought and died for their country. Therefore, we expect all of our pupils to act maturely 
and respectfully throughout the duration of our trip. I would appreciate this message being enforced with your child.

I think that is about it for now! Thank you in advance for your support. We are very excited for the trip!

Yours faithfully

Miss S Quinn
Trip co-ordinator


